Machine Tool Service Engineer - Maintenance
Engineer - Engineering Fitter
Job description
Machine Tool Engineer
Rondean Ltd is a leading North East based machine tool sales company. Established in 1984
we’re currently looking to recruit experienced Machine Tool Engineers to service and repair a
wide range of machinery both on our premises as well as on-site at our clients premises
based mainly in the North East.
You must have the ability & experience to fault-find, dismantle, rebuild then re-assemble a wide
range of machine-tools to high standards.
Minimum Job requirements for this post are:










Electrical
Mechanical
Hydraulic
Good all round communication skills
A car driver’s licence is necessary

Hours: 40 hours 8-4:30 Monday-Friday
Typical machines:
Engineering: Lathes, Milling, Surface-grinding & Sawing.
Metal fabrication: Guillotines, Radial & pillar drills, Hydraulic Press-brakes, Guillotines, Bending
rolls & Woodworking.
You will provide our customers with cost-effective service-solutions as well as exploring and
offering alternative machining solutions to achieve better faster more efficient replacement
machinery to improve their productivity..
What are we asking of you?
· Ideally you have a HND or HNC certificate or similar, however we value experience over
qualifications.
· You have at least three years of experience in this or a similar role.
· You are determined to offer the best possible services to our customers.
· You have a current driver’s license.
· You are flexible and adaptable to changing circumstances, resistant to stress, proactive and
have a helpful friendly disposition.
· You are adept at being solution (rather than problem) orientated.
What can we offer you?
Very good terms and conditions.
A highly competitive salary.
The availability of a service vehicle, company phone & well-equipped tool kit.
A trial period of 3-6 months.
Upon the success of the trial period, a permanent position will be offered.
Position available immediately.

Exciting opportunity to work in a fast growing & ever-changing environment.
An excellent promotion opportunity
Please Note: Respectfully we are not looking for plant fitters, general service or
production/maintenance personnel, or machine operators unless you also have the relevant
outlined skills. .
Salary: £32,000.00 to £35,000.00 per year depending on experience skills & ability.
Job Types: Full-time, Permanent

